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Abstract—This paper presents a novel student model intended to
automate word-list-based reading assessments in a classroom setting, specifically for a student population that includes both native and nonnative speakers of English. As a Bayesian Network,
the model is meant to conceive of student reading skills as a conscientious teacher would, incorporating cues based on expert knowledge of pronunciation variants and their cognitive or phonological
sources, as well as prior knowledge of the student and the test itself.
Alongside a hypothesized structure of conditional dependencies,
we also propose an automatic method for refining the Bayes Net
to eliminate unnecessary arcs. Reading assessment baselines that
use strict pronunciation scoring alone (without other prior knowledge) achieve 0.7 correlation of their automatic scores with human
assessments on the TBALL dataset. Our proposed structure significantly outperforms this baseline, and a simpler data-driven structure achieves 0.87 correlation through the use of novel features,
surpassing the lower range of inter-annotator agreement. Scores
estimated by this new model are also shown to exhibit the same
biases along demographic lines as human listeners. Though used
here for reading assessment, this model paradigm could be used in
other pedagogical applications like foreign language instruction, or
for inferring abstract cognitive states like categorical emotions.
Index Terms—Bayesian networks, children’s speech, pronunciation evaluation, reading assessment, student modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION
OW does a teacher judge reading skills from hearing a
child read words out loud? Each student’s pronunciation is, of course, relevant evidence of reading ability. For individual words read in isolation, a new reader’s skills are best
demonstrated through various pronunciation-related cues, including their correct application of English letter-to-sound (or
LTS) rules [28]—rules that describe the complex mapping from
orthography to phonemes in English. Certain types of letter-tosound decoding mistakes clearly testify to incorrect reading,
such as the common tendency in young readers of English to
make vowels “say” their own names [1]. Hesitancy and disfluency in decoding sounds from text are also indicative of under-
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lying reading difficulties, and are manifested through suprasegmental pronunciation cues when reading aloud. What about the
case of a child whose native language (or L1) is not English,
or who speaks with a foreign accent? How would the teacher
know if a particular word’s variant in pronunciation is due to the
child’s inability to apply English LTS rules, or is simply typical
of the child’s pronunciation trends in general, when reading or
speaking? A conscientious teacher, in an effort to remain unbiased in their assessments, would know what variants in pronunciation to expect of their student’s accented speech (hopefully distinct from those caused by true reading errors), and
would apply different assessment criteria based on what they
know about the child’s background and their own past experience teaching similar children.
Ultimately, in assessing reading skills on the word level, a
teacher makes an inference as to their student’s hidden cognitive state—the state of identifying a string of characters as
the intended word, or not. This inference is based on the available evidence spoken by the child as well as what they know
about the child’s demographics, the target words in the test,
and about accented speech and children in general. This is not,
strictly speaking, the same as assessing the child’s pronunciation (i.e., comparing their pronunciation with some predefined
reference), since in some sense every speaker implicitly determines their own “correct” reference pronunciation when reading
or speaking. A child with a foreign accent can, of course, be capable of reading English correctly and fluently. It is then the
teacher’s task to decide if a read pronunciation is consistent
with the child’s own personal reference—the child’s phonological trends when speaking overall—or is the result of misapplied
LTS decoding.
The main benefit of using automatic reading assessment in
the classroom is that it can free up teachers’ time and energy
to do what they do best: teach. A system that standardizes the
regular assessments teachers would otherwise be conducting by
hand can not only save them time, but can eliminate any potential teacher biases, provide a fine-grained pronunciation analysis, track long-term trends over a large number of students,
and offer diagnoses of different types of reading difficulties, allowing teachers to focus on child-specific instruction and additional interventions. One goal of this paper is to demonstrate
part of such a system, a new development toward automatically
mimicking teacher judgments in list-based word reading tasks,
a very common test format for evaluating young readers.
In theory, a student model for isolated word reading skills
should be simple to model and replicate automatically. From
a standard pronunciation dictionary we can have some notion
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of acceptable variants of a target word when read by native
speakers of English. We can also assume a closed set of variants
resulting from common LTS mistakes, and another set based on
foreign accented speech—these could be either determined empirically or derived from rules well-documented by experts in
child pedagogy. With acoustic models, we can choose which of
the available variants best matches an unknown pronunciation.
If the child is a native speaker, then only from recognizing a
native variant should we infer acceptable reading. If the child
is nonnative, then both the native and foreign-accented variants
should indicate acceptable reading skills. In either case, automatically detecting any of the variants commonly coming from
LTS mistakes will suggest that the child does not know how to
read the target word.
For automatically assessing reading skills, this is an unrealistic and ineffectual model for many reasons. First off, it presumes that there will be no overlap among pronunciation categories, so that the source of the pronunciation will be obvious,
and for many words this is not the case. For example, with the
standard ARPAbet English phoneme set, the word “mop” may
be pronounced as /M OW P/ both by children of any background
who make the mistake of decoding a “long” vowel for the “o”
as well as by students with a Mexican Spanish accent—for children who speak with this accent, the source of this variant remains obscure1. Even for the target words for which there is
no overlap in pronunciation categories, there are further problems with this method. The pronunciation variants of a given
target are often so close as to remain difficult to reliably distinguish with state-of-the-art acoustic models [25] (or with human
ears, as listening tests show [4]). Aside from this, segment-level
pronunciation is only one observable cue to underlying reading
ability—the accept/reject algorithm described above does not
account for other evidence such as speaking rate or suprasegmental manifestations of fluency or hestiation. Knowledge of
the child’s background will change how this evidence is interpreted, and teachers are not necessarily conscious of how all
these variables interact to inform their inference of a student’s
cognitive state. Clearly, there is a very complex set of implicit
decisions at work here. This is all just by way of outlining some
of the many difficulties in creating an automatic method to judge
reading skills.
In light of the complexity of the task and its cognitive modeling goals, we propose using a Bayesian Network to model the
generative interactions among these many disparate cues in a
framework that would represent how we hypothesize teachers
conceive of a child’s reading skills. Bayesian inference on a
hidden cognitive state variable would then reflect the degree to
which all the evidence and background knowledge of the child
combine to color a teacher’s judgment. The Bayesian framework is attractive for its flexibility in creating a hypothesized
causal structure among variables, and has been used in past
studies for student modeling [6], [7], [21]. The novel aspects
of this work lie in the careful distinction between pronunciation and reading skills, the application to nonnative-speaking
1Of course, the ARPAbet vowel /OW/ (the IPA diphthong /o /) does not exist
in Spanish, but when working exclusively with read English data, it is the closest
vowel to the Spanish monophthong /o/.
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readers, and the use of pronunciation variant categories and student background in a unified generative student model. Here,
we intend to answer the following relevant questions about the
chosen model and the perceptual data used to train it.
• How subjective are human assessments of reading ability?
• Does a subjective cognitive model perform better than a
categorical decision based strictly on pronunciation?
• Which cues are most useful in making an automatic assessment, and how does inclusion of child demographic information affect the model?
• Can the model’s generative structure be optimized for the
training data, and does this improve automatic score performance?
• What biases, if any, does this automatic scoring method
present, and how do these compare with biases in listeners’
assessments?
Section II will give some background on the data and the
modeling framework. A perceptual study on a subset of this
corpus is described in Section III. Section IV explains how the
feature set is estimated and Section V suggests how those features could be unified in a network structure. Results of experiments on various network structures and non-Bayesian classifiers will be reported in Sections VI, and VII will interpret these
results in light of the perceptual evaluations and the above questions about the model. Section VIII concludes with some ideas
for future improvements and other potential applications for a
student model such as this.
II. BACKGROUND
A. TBALL Project and its Context
This work was done as part of the TBALL (Technology-Based Assessment of Language and Literacy) project
[2], a UCLA–USC–UC Berkeley collaboration in response to
a growing demand for diagnostic reading assessments in U.S.
schools [19]. The project’s goal is to develop components for a
system that would administer tests and collect data in a classroom environment, automatically provide assessment scores,
organize reports of the results for teachers, and recommend
further assessments and interventions. TBALL concentrates
on children in Kindergarten through Grade 2, younger than
those of most related studies. Due to the demographic makeup
of Los Angeles, one emphasis of the project has become the
development of such a system specifically with speakers of
Mexican Spanish or Chicano English dialects in mind [9];
dealing with dialectal variability is a challenge for robust
automated processing of speech.
The most well-known studies in the area of automatic reading
assessment [5], [12], [16], [29] typically use automatic scoring
as one component of a computer reading tutor that provides
feedback to children in real-time for pedagogical purposes. The
focus of these past projects has (with a few exceptions) been
on sentence- and paragraph-level reading and comprehension,
in which a machine tutor will follow a child word-for-word and
indicate if any reading errors are detected as the passage progresses. Reading errors in all of these studies are defined strictly
in terms of segment-level pronunciation mistakes—the causal
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link from reading skills to pronunciation evidence is made to be
quite direct, probably because these studies do not account for
nonnative or accented children’s speech, nor for the subjectivity
in judgment that must occur in those cases. Hence, improvements in these methods have come from creative use of sentence decoding grammars and pronunciation variants (usually
in terms of read word fragments), as well as expert knowledge
of reading mistakes and appropriate acoustic model training and
adaptation. This assessment of reading skills strictly in terms of
speech decoding on a closed set of predetermined “correct” pronunciations will serve as a baseline method in this paper.
TBALL differs from these other studies in several ways. Our
goals are focused on assessment (rather than tutoring) and we
omit feedback to the student in favor of fine-grained results reported to the teacher. The TBALL assessment battery does include passage-level reading, but also many simpler tests that are
common in reading assessment and are based on lists of items
designed to measure, for example, a child’s ability to identify
isolated words on sight, to blend syllables or phonemes together,
or to recite the names and sounds of English letters. The work
in this paper is designed for automatic assessment of isolated
words, and here we work exclusively with data elicited from the
High Frequency (K1HF) and Beginning Phonic Skills
K
Test (BPST) word lists [13], [22]—these will be described in
more detail in Section IV. However, our modeling framework
could easily be extended to other list-based assessments. Due
to the wide range of “correct” pronunciations when reading,
TBALL also treats reading assessment as a more complex task
than simply deciding between close variants, as explained in
Section I. Our advances in this paper and elsewhere have come
through the use of multiple pronunciation categories (beyond
those expected of native speakers or reading errors), features
beyond the segment level, classification algorithms beyond automatic decoding of speech, and information about the child’s
background [2], [26], [27].
The student model proposed in this paper is inspired mostly
by the Knowledge Tracing (KT) model of student knowledge
demonstration and acquisition during a tutoring session [8]. KT
posits that every answer a student gives when taking a tutorguided test is either a direct demonstration of their actual knowledge (or lack thereof), or else a lucky guess or a temporary
slip. The tutor’s intervention can affect the child’s inner knowledge state by actually teaching them, or the tutor can simply
scaffold the child’s answer without really imparting any understanding to them. A student model based on KT was used in [6]
to generate automatic sentence reading scores in cases when the
child’s observed answers may be corrupted by errors in ASR
results. That study showed each child’s automatic scores from
this model correlated well with their performance on standardized tests that they took at the end of the school year.
B. Bayesian Networks
A Bayesian Network is a graphical model that defines the
joint probability of a set of variables
as
(1)

are ’s “parents” in the network—the variables
where
to be conditionally dependent, either
on which we expect
because there is a causal relationship between the parents and
the “child,” or because knowledge of the parents’ values would
influence our expectation of the child’s [10]. This predefined
conditional dependence allows us to simplify the inference of
any variable’s value given the others

(2)
where
is excluded from possible parents in this example’s
denominator. In a discrete classification task such as item-level
can be estimated as
reading assessment, the value of
(3)
or

can be taken as

’s discrete value if
(4)

for some appropriate threshold .
Bayesian Networks are versatile as automatic classifiers
in many ways. They allow for both continuous and discrete
variables, and can be trained on instances that are occasionally
missing one or more of the variables’ values (as is often the case
for real-world data). Conditional dependencies among variables
can be specified a priori or optimized based on a method such
as the Tree-Adjoining Naive Bayesian (TAN) algorithm [10].
Dynamic Bayesian Networks (i.e., ones that track sequences of
variables over time) have been used extensively to incorporate
articulatory, prosodic, and audio-visual features in automatic
speech recognition (ASR) [14], [15]. Studies such as [7], [21]
have also used Dynamic Bayesian Networks to track student
knowledge acquisition in intelligent tutoring systems without
ASR capability, and have been extended to automatically
scoring sentence-level reading [6], though without the focus on
nonnative speakers.
The probability distribution of each variable in the network
is also an open design parameter, and must depend on the
conditional dependencies built into the model. In this paper, we
follow the methods used in the Bayes Net Toolkit [17], in which
we implemented our models. We modeled continuous nodes
as Gaussian distributions. With discrete parents, they take the
form of a table of Gaussians—one for each combination of
parent values. With continuous parents, these we modeled as
linear Gaussians, in which the mean is a linear combination of
the parents’ values and the variance remains constant. Discrete
variables with discrete parents are modeled simply as a table of
conditional probability values over all combinations of parent
values, but discrete variables with continuous parents are not
so straightforward. One option is to artificially discretize the
parents, though this usually results in poor parameter estimates
and is sometimes computationally unfeasible. Instead we chose
to model these variables as continuous multinomial logistic
(or “softmax”) distributions [18], which are commonly used
in neural networks and behave like soft decision thresholds
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between discrete values. For a continuous parent node and a
discrete child node , the softmax distribution is defined as
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TABLE I
INTER-LISTENER AGREEMENT IN READING SCORES, IN TERMS OF
PERCENT AGREEMENT AND KAPPA FOR BINARY ITEM-LEVEL SCORES, AND
CORRELATION BETWEEN OVERALL LIST-LEVEL SCORES

(5)

represents the
decision boundary’s normal vector,
Here
specifying the steepness (or softness) of the curve; is simply
this normal vector’s offset. This node’s parameters require iterative training.
Further details on the network used in this paper are presented
in Sections IV and V.
III. PERCEPTUAL EVALUATIONS
Since this study is concerned with automatic generation of
subjective judgments, we organized some formal listening tests
to determine the level of agreement between annotators as an
upper-bound on the automatic results, and to determine any
sources of bias or disagreement in human perception of reading
skills. Five listeners were asked to give binary accept/reject
scores to word-list recordings of 12 children collected with
the TBALL child interface (an average of 14 items per child).
One of the listeners (#1) was a professional speech transcriber,
another (#2) was an expert in linguistics, second-language
acquisition, and literacy assessment, and the remaining three
were Ph.D. students of speech technology with many hours of
experience assessing data from the TBALL corpus. The stimuli
from each child’s list were presented to the listeners in chronological order so that they would hear the test items in the same
sequence a teacher in the classroom would have heard them. To
maximally use the data perhaps as an automatic scoring system
would, they were allowed to listen to each item as many times
as they wanted, and they could go back to previous items from
the current child before moving on to the next child. Along with
the word-level recordings, the listeners were given the intended
target word for each test item, but were not told any background
information about the children, so as to minimize any a priori
bias in scoring. Their judgment of each item was then based
on the child’s pronunciation of that item, their performance on
previous items, the relative difficulty of the item, anything the
listener could infer about the child, and their past experience
scoring other children. The recordings chosen were balanced
for the following potential sources of bias:
• gender;
• L1 (English or Spanish);
• grade level (Kindergarten, 1st, or 2nd).
Inter-annotator agreement is reported in Table I in terms of
item-level percent agreement and Kappa statistic, and on the
word list level in terms of score correlation. If a pair of binary
scores from two listeners and for a word is represented
then their estimated probability of agreement is defined
by
as
(6)
where
is the total number of words scored by both and .
100. The Kappa statistic is
The percent agreement is then
similar to the percent agreement, but accounts for the possibility

of chance agreement between the two listeners. For example, if
one of the listeners arbitrarily rated everything as “accept,” then
that might result in a high percent agreement but a low Kappa
statistic. It is defined as
(7)
is the estimated probability of agreement by chance,
where
assuming the two annotators are acting independently:

(8)
A list-level score for word list made up of
words is defined
as the percentage of “accept” scores in that list
(9)
The correlation between two sets of list-level scores
is then calculated as

and

(10)

where
is the mean of all list-level scores for listener .
Overall, agreement between all pairs of listeners was consistently high. The percent agreement ranged from 87.9% to 96.5%
and the correlation was anywhere from 0.852 to 0.990. This indicates that the listeners generally agreed not only on how many
items were acceptable for each child, but on which those acceptable items were. Similarly, high Kappa statistics indicated that
the high percent agreement was not simply due to chance. These
findings do set a high standard for automatic scores, but are
consistent with other previous perceptual studies on this corpus
[26], [27]. They show that subjectivity is indeed present in this
scoring task, but that overall agreement is higher than we might
expect for other tasks such as, for example, strict pronunciation
scoring [3].
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To measure bias in these scores, we compared the percentage
of acceptable-rated items between demographic categories
using a one-tailed z-test for difference in independent proportions. Only one listener (#2) gave significantly higher scores to
). Besides
Kindergarteners over 1st or 2nd graders (
that, the only significant difference in scores was neither in
gender nor grade level but native language—all five listeners
gave native English speakers higher scores than nonnative ones
). Since this was common across all listeners and
(
they were not told what each child’s background was, this
difference in proportions was probably not bias but simply
indicates that the nonnative speakers chosen really were worse
readers. However, the number of speakers is not large enough to
draw any conclusions correlating native language with reading
ability in general (though other studies like those reviewed in
[11] have confirmed this link with larger sample sizes).
What about subjectivity between demographic categories—did these listeners ever agree more often for one
type of student than another? The answer is yes, in every case
of demographic duality. They agreed more for male students
than for female students, for native English speakers than for
nonnative speakers, and for Kindergarteners than for 1st or
). This could indicate that
2nd graders (all with
there is more speech variability among female, nonnative,
and older children, perhaps due to variations in child physical
development or second-language acquisition. The proportion
of acceptable items was not different based on gender or grade
level—only the item-level agreement among listeners changed.
This means that they assigned roughly the same number of
acceptable scores to both categories, but their disagreement
about which items were acceptable was higher for one category than the other. Note, though, that all agreement levels
were still quite high regardless (89.6% and up, depending on
demographic category), even when the difference in agreement
between categories was significant.
Listener #1 provided reference scores for the rest of the data
used in this study (beyond this 12-child subset). This listener
had 93.6% agreement with the majority vote scores from the
other four listeners (a somewhat objective reference), and the
remaining four agreed with the others’ majority scores 96.1%
of the time. This difference in agreement proportions was sig, and so we regarded Listener #1’s
nificant only with
scores to agree with the majority vote reference about as much
as those from the rest of the listeners did—enough for them to
serve as a reliable reference. In light of studies such as [3] and
[24] which claim a maximum of 70% agreement or 0.8 correlation between human annotators when judging pronunciation,
any of these listeners’ scores could have served as a good reference because of the high inter-listener agreement overall. All
automatic results will be reported in comparison with Listener
#1’s scores.
IV. FEATURE ESTIMATION
Three types of variables for student modeling are used in this
study—one type we call Hidden variables, another type we call
Evidence , and a third we call Underlying features. Hidden variables are the scores for a child’s cognitive state when reading

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE, HIDDEN, AND UNDERLYING
VARIABLES USED IN THIS STUDY

that we intend to estimate automatically. These variables are literally hidden from us because a child may or may not know
how to read a target word, and this knowledge state may or
may not manifest itself in their pronunciation—i.e., they might
know how to read but could accidentally say it wrong, or they
might not know how to read but could guess the correct pronunciation. To estimate this hidden ability we can only gather
the relevant cues and make an inference based on them, from a
teacher’s point of view. The Evidence variables are what a child
would demonstrate at the time of a test and a teacher would observe firsthand when conducting it. These are cues related to the
child’s pronunciation and speaking style, and are derived from
robust speech acoustic models and prior notions of pronunciation categories. Other types of Evidence such as visual cues
might be useful in scoring, but they will not be investigated in
this study. The Underlying features are extra information that
may influence judgments of reading ability, but are known before the test and before its Evidence is elicited. These are things
like the child’s background, or information specific to the test
items, such as their relative difficulty. All these variables will be
summarized in Table II.
A. Hidden Variables
Our automatic word-level scoring model is essentially that
of a two-step decision process: we first estimate values for the
Evidence demonstrated by the child in reading a target word
out loud (Section IV-B below will discuss these in detail). This
first step is really just a model for teacher perception of this Evidence. In the second step, all these Evidence features
are combined with the Underlying features
in a Bayesian Network to synthesize an item-level
binary score for that item’s Hidden variable, —this second
step is the student model proper, conceived from a teacher’s
perspective. An additional consideration in estimating this bi: the child’s overall
nary score is another hidden variable,
reading ability on the given word list. This overall skill level
is modeled as a continuous variable defined as the percentage
,
of acceptably-read items in the list up to and including
a “running score” for test performance. It is used here on the
assumption that, for example, if a child can read 16 out of 18
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items in the list acceptably, then the 19th item will probably
also be acceptable, though this could potentially propagate eris not exrors in the automatic scores. Strictly-speaking,
actly a hidden variable since a pseudo-observed value for it is
estimated from the inferred value of the hidden and the pre.
vious overally score,
An automatic score through Bayesian inference on an item’s
is then estimated by evaluating the
hidden binary variable
conditional probability that it is acceptable reading
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AE N/, or sometimes /K EH N/ when speaking quickly. A child
with a Spanish accent might say /K AA N/, and one who makes
the common LTS mistake of having the “a” say its name might
pronounce it as /K EY N/. These variants are determined based
on rules observed in heldout data [32] as well as input from experts in child literacy.
These lexicon-based likelihoods were then used to estimate
“Goodness of Pronunciation” (GOP) scores for each pronunciation lexicon
(14)

(11)
This leads to a continuous score for each item, which can be
left as-is or thresholded and made binary for comparison with
human binary scores. The overall reading score is initialized to
and in test mode the running score that estimates it is
as the test progresses. The
automatically updated based on
joint probabilities in (11) will be specified with assumptions of
conditional independence explained in Section V.
B. Evidence
Section I introduced the idea of comparing an unknown pronunciation to one or more predefined pronunciation lexica, each
capturing a type of expected variation in pronunciation due to
a specific source, like reading errors or foreign accent. We hypothesize that these pronunciation lexica are useful to guess the
source of a pronunciation variant when judging words read out
loud, and consequently to infer the child’s reading ability that
generated that source of variation. In other words, we can estimate the degree to which the pronunciation comes from the set
of common letter-to-sound (LTS) decoding errors or from the
child’s expected phonological patterns, as this will help to link
the pronunciation evidence to a cognitive state of word reading
ability (though this is not always so clear a link, as Section I explains). This idea is similar to theories of Lexical Access in perception of spoken words [23], in which an incoming sequence
of phonetic segments is compared with similar sequences that
can form words in the listener’s vocabulary. For a speech observation , we estimate the likelihood that it belongs to a pronunas follows:
ciation lexicon

(12)
is the model for pronunciation in lexicon , and we
where
when
is given.
assume is conditionally independent of
If we approximate this sum with its maximum, and we assume
all pronunciations in the lexicon are equally likely, then (12)
reduces to
(13)
In this paper, we use three pronunciation lexica defined in terms
of phoneme-level substitutions, insertions, and deletions: variants common to native English speakers (NA), variants common
in Mexican Spanish accents (SP), and variants arising from predictable reading errors (RD). For example, if the target test word
is “can” then most native children will pronounce it either as /K

The GOP score [30] is an estimate of the posterior probability
of the acoustic models decoded for the lexicon . From the approximation in (13) we get
(15)

If we assume equal priors for all values of
and we approximate the sum in the denominator by its maximum, this score
becomes
(16)
The numerator is the most likely sequence of phonemes in the
lexicon, and the denominator is the most likely phoneme sequence in all possible lexica. In practice, this denominator is estimated using a “phoneme loop” recognition grammar allowing
any possible sequence of phonemes to be decoded. Since the
phoneme boundaries in the numerator and denominator might
not match and the scores should be normalized by the length of
that
each phoneme, the GOP for each numerator phoneme
begins at frame and ends at frame will take the following
form:
(17)

where is the
phoneme recognized by the loop, beginning
and ending at frame
. All acoustic models
at frame
were monophone hidden Markov models with three states and
16 Gaussian mixtures per state. They were trained on standard
39-dimensional MFCC features taken from 19 hours of children’s speech collected in classrooms as part of the TBALL
project, of which only a small amount was annotated on the
phoneme level to bootstrap automatic transcription of the remainder. Viterbi decoding was used to estimate the likelihood
of the observed speech given each model. In addition to these
posterior scores for each of the three pronunciation lexica, we
also used two more features as Evidence. One was the child’s
rate of speaking (ROS), defined as the number of phonemes read
per second. The second was the maximum a posteriori pronunciation recognition result, a discrete variable for the pronunciation lexicon with the highest GOP score
(18)
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If each pronunciation lexicon’s posterior represents a teacher’s
perception of an unknown pronunciation’s distance to the pronunciations in that lexicon, then this pronunciation recognition
result represents which pronunciation lexicon a teacher would
choose if they had to pick only one.
C. Underlying Features
There are many things that we might expect to affect a
teacher’s inference as to a child’s reading ability. Some of
these are related to what they may already know about the child
in question. In this paper, we use the child’s native language,
gender, and grade level (K, 1st, or 2nd) as three discrete Underlying variables to inform our automatic assessments.
The vast majority of the children in this dataset were native
speakers of either English or Spanish, so we chose to represent
native language as a binary variable. Their native language was
determined through questionnaires filled out by the children’s
parents, and some of them chose not to respond—in those cases,
we left this variable’s value unspecified in the Bayesian network. The same went for the few children whose native language was something other than Spanish or English. Our pronunciation lexica only accounted for variability related to a native English, L.A. Chicano English, or Mexican Spanish accent,
and children with another native language were too few to justify changing the cardinality of this variable. Several of the children were described as bilingual—equally native to both English and Spanish. These we tagged as Spanish-speaking because
they could potentially have the influence of the only foreign accent we examined. The reader should keep in mind that, whatever the child’s native language, we did not have an objective
measure of the presence of a foreign accent in their speech, and
moreover, children who are native Spanish speakers do not necessarily demonstrate any discernible foreign accent.
Other underlying features that may potentially sway a child’s
reading ability are factors related to the design of the test itself.
Some words are more difficult than others, and this difficulty
may manifest itself in those words’ Evidence and Hidden variables. In these experiments we used recordings from four different word lists—three lists of K1HF words and one BPST list
(see Section II-A)—and BPST is for most items the more difficult list. The K1HF lists are made of high-frequency words that
beginning readers have hopefully already read many times: “I,”
“like,” “can,” “see,” etc. The BPST words are designed to elicit
distinctions between phonemes, and so contain many minimal
pairs of less-common words like “map” and “mop,” or “rip” and
“lip.” Because of a potential difference in word list difficulty,
we included the word list as a discrete variable of cardinality
4. For similar reasons, the length of each word (in characters)
was included as a continuous variable to account for increased
difficulty proportional to the word length. Lastly, the item index
divided by the total number of items in the list was used as another continuous variable. This made sense because the BPST
list steadily increased in difficulty as the items progressed, and
the item index also worked in conjunction with the overall score
. For example, a running score after only 2
hidden variable
items should have less influence on the next item’s binary score
than the same running score after 15 items.

Fig. 1. Graphical illustration of the student model, over 2 test items. Shaded
nodes denote hidden variables. The dashed lines are not probabilistic relations,
but indicate how the overall score for item t is derived from the combined previous item and overall scores.

V. NETWORK STRUCTURE
Section IV described the feature set and how each variable’s
value was derived. Now we explain the conditional dependencies in our model among these variables, used in performing
Bayesian inference on the item-level Hidden variable , as in
.
(11)
A. Hypothesized Structure
To reiterate, the student model proposed in this paper takes
what teachers perceive during the test (the Evidence, ), what
teachers know beforehand about the student or the test (the Underlying variables, ), and the student’s performance on prior
test items as an estimate of their overall reading skill (the running score,
), and it uses all these things to construct a student model from a teacher’s point-of-view that can be used to
infer whether or not the student read the current test item acceptably, cognitively-speaking (i.e., not just in terms of pronunciation). Fig. 1 shows graphically in a high-level Bayes Net structure what we hypothesize the conditional dependencies among
these different types of variables should be, based on how we
expect teachers conceive of reading ability and its demonstration. On these assumptions of conditional independence, (11)
simplifies to

(19)
When performing Bayesian inference, these marginal probabilities are computed over an entire network using the junction tree
algorithm of exact inference [17]. The item-level pronunciation
Evidence, , is a consequence of the student’s hidden reading
ability states (both item-level and overall running score), though
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TABLE III
HYPOTHESIZED PARENT–CHILD ARCS IN THE BAYESIAN NETWORK STUDENT
MODEL. ONLY FOR PAIRS MARKED WITH AN “X” IS THE COLUMN VARIABLE
CONSIDERED CONDITIONALLY DEPENDENT ON THE ROW VARIABLE—ALL
OTHERS ARE ASSUMED TO BE INDEPENDENT

how those states are manifested in all the Evidence is not deterministic. The hidden binary item-level state is conditionally
estimated from the predependent on the overall skill level
vious test items, as well as all the Underlying variables, , since
we would expect item-level inference to change based on the
value of these parent variables. Note that this does not mean, for
example, that the student’s L1 is modeled as the cause of their
reading ability—this is just one variable on which we would expect a teacher’s inference into the student’s cognitive state to depend. The overall reading skill, too, is modeled as a child of the
:
Underlying variables but only those that apply globally (
word list, L1, gender, and grade level) rather than those that
: item index and word
apply only to an individual test item (
length). We also model the Evidence as a child of all the Underlying variables, so that the observed pronunciation features are
conditionally dependent on both the student’s hidden reading
ability and other external factors such as word difficulty. The
to do not denote probabilistic
dotted lines from and
relations but rather show how the running score is updated at
each item with the newly-inferred value of . Table III shows
the hypothesized child-parent relationships among all our variables in more detail.
Though we do not use any intelligent tutor feedback, our student model is in many ways analogous to that of Knowledge
Tracing (KT) as introduced in Section II-A. The Hidden student
cognitive state for each word item represents whether they know
how to read the target word acceptably or not, and is equivalent
to KT’s “Student Knowledge” state for a particular skill. Both
student models use observed “Student Performance” during the
test (in our case, pronunciation Evidence) as a variable generated by the Hidden knowledge state. The Tutor Intervention
variable in KT is similar to our Underlying features, which are in
both models considered to be parents of the Hidden knowledge
state and the observed Evidence. The novel aspect of our student
model compared to KT and other similar models in [7], [21] is
mainly in the feature set—our use of Underlying demographic
and test item information as well as Evidence scores over several different pronunciation lexica is unique to this work.
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B. Structure Training and Refinement
The many hypothesized arcs in our graphical model (Fig. 1
and Table III) may result in a suboptimal network for several reasons. First of all, some of the variables thought to be dependent
may not in fact be, and modeling such “dependencies” would
be useless. This would be a failure to follow the Occam’s Razor
principle of model succinctness, and would unnecessarily increase the computational complexity involved in estimating an
automatic reading score. Beyond that, with finite training instances and an overly complex model there is always the possibility that true dependencies might not be estimated properly
due to a dearth of training instances representative of all combinations of dependent variables.
For these reasons we propose an alternative forward-selection greedy search algorithm to refine the network structure of
the hypothesized arcs. The algorithm begins with just one arc in
the network representing a baseline dependency: the arc from
to the pronunciation lexicon recognition Evidence variable .
Then it proceeds in a random order to add each hypothesized
arc individually, keeping an arc if it improves the likelihood of
the training variables given the Bayesian network. This process
is looped until it has been shown that adding any remaining hypothesized arc will decrease the model likelihood. This method
is also useful in that analysis of the refined network may reveal
the necessary inter-variable dependencies of the data.
Because of occasionally missing data in some of the demographics variables, and the potential for some variables to be
modeled as “softmax” distributions (for discrete features with
continuous parents), all model parameters were estimated using
the expectation–maximization (EM) algorithm that these conditions require. For a given Bayes Net with known structure and
initially random parameters , if we have observed features
and some missing data , then each iteration of EM first estimates the expected value of the log-likelihood of the features
given the model, with respect to the distribution of missing data
given everything else
(20)
and then finds the new maximum-likelihood estimate for the
parameters
(21)
The likelihood of the training set given the
model—
—was defined as the log-likelihood after EM convergence, and convergence was defined as
either ten iterations of EM or the number of iterations required
to make the following inequality true:
(22)
Here,
is the log-likelihood after iteration . In most cases,
EM on our data met this inequality within three or four iterations.
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TABLE IV
DEMOGRAPHIC MAKEUP OF THE TEST DATA USED IN ALL EXPERIMENTS.
TOTAL SPEAKERS MAY NOT ADD UP TO 189 SINCE SOME OF
THIS INFORMATION WAS MISSING FOR CERTAIN STUDENTS FOR
REASONS EXPLAINED IN SECTION IV-C

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To paraphrase the overall questions first posed in Section I,
our experiments with this new student model were intended to
answer the following.
• Does the Bayes Net student model offer improvements
over a baseline pronunciation-based paradigm for reading
scoring?
• How useful are the novel features proposed here in making
a reading score?
• Can we automatically learn the structure of the student
model?
• How do the automatic scores compare with human scores,
both in terms of agreement and bias?
The evaluation dataset used in all these experiments consisted
of 6.85 hours of read words from 189 children—a total of 9617
word items from 658 word lists (an average of 15 items per
list). These children were all distinct from those in the 19 hours
of speech used for acoustic model training described in Section IV-B. The demographic makeup of this dataset is given
in Table IV. Automatic scoring on the evaluation set was done
using a fivefold cross-validation procedure in which, for each
fold, four-fifths of the speakers in the eval set were used to train
and refine the student model which was then tested on the remaining one-fifth of the speakers. All variables were estimated
using the acoustic models and background information as explained in Section IV.
A. Model Comparison and Baselines
Based on the methods in [5], [6], [12], [16], and [29] of doing
automatic reading assessment as a pronunciation recognition/
verification task, we propose the following baseline. Here, we
assume that only one of the NA lexicon of pronunciations (those
common to native-speaking readers) can qualify as a demonstration of acceptable reading ability, as past studies have done. The
, then serves
GOP score of the NA pronunciations,
as the sole feature for our baseline experiments. Note that this
baseline does not use scores from multiple pronunciation lexica:
it is blind to child demographics as well as the prior knowledge
of partitioning pronunciations into relevant categories.
Table V gives the baseline classification results (with the GOP
score for lexicon NA as the only feature) for two contrastive classifiers: a simple Bayesian network (Naive by default), and a support vector machine (SVM) with polynomial kernel function. A

TABLE V
BASELINE PERFORMANCE USING ONLY THE GOP SCORE FOR THE NA LEXICON

trained SVM specifies a hyperplane to separate a set of classes
in a high-dimensional feature space [31]. It does this by optimizing the error bounds between the classes. A nonlinear discriminant function can be trained by using a nonlinear kernel
function to transform the hyperplane. The SVM experiments
are included here to compare the proposed generative student
model to a purely data-driven discriminative classifier, with no
structure reflecting a student’s cognitive processes. The point
of using single-feature baselines such as these is to show improvement in automatic reading scores with the addition of the
novel aspects of this paper: the pronunciation Evidence based
on multiple pronunciation lexica, the Underlying features, and
the student model’s network structure that unites them.
B. Network Structure Comparison
As explained in detail in Section V-B, the structure of the
student model’s network was automatically refined using a
forward-selection procedure on the hypothesized conditional
dependencies outlined in Section V. This refinement was done
five times—once for each fold in the cross-validation. Table VII
gives the total number of times each hypothesized arc was selected for the final network, out of five cross-validation folds.
For comparison with this greedy search procedure, we also
trained a network specified by the Tree-Adjoining Naive Bayes
(TAN) structure learning algorithm [10]. A Naive Bayesian
classifier assumes that all features are dependent only on the
root classification node (in this case, the item level score )
and are independent of one another. The TAN algorithm results
in a network structure that is similar to that of Naive Bayes,
except it allows for each feature’s probability distribution
to be conditionally dependent on one other feature (selected
according the Mutual Information criterion and not based on
the cognitive model proposed in Section V). Because it is not
available as part of the Bayes Net Toolkit software package,
this algorithm was implemented using the Weka toolkit [31].
In these experiments, all item-level scores derived from
a Bayesian network model (of any structure) are defined
in its conditional probaas the argument that maximizes
bility given all the features and the structure of the network:
. Since
is binary, this is equivalent to
if
choosing
(23)
, and choosing
otherwise. Item-level
for
percent agreement and Kappa are reported in Tables V and VI ,
and these are shown alongside the correlation in list-level scores
derived from the item-level ones according to (9). Additionally, so as to get a sense for each structure’s performance along
a range of possible error rates, Fig. 2 shows detection-error
tradeoff (DET) curves for the item-level results over varying
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TABLE VI
ITEM-LEVEL% AGREEMENT AND KAPPA, AND LIST-LEVEL OVERALL SCORE CORRELATION BETWEEN AUTOMATIC RESULTS AND HUMAN READING SCORES

TABLE VII
USING THE FORWARD SELECTION PROCEDURE OUTLINED IN SECTION V-B,
THESE ARE THE TOTAL NUMBER OF TIMES EACH OF THE HYPOTHESIZED
NETWORK ARCS WAS SELECTED FOR THE FINAL REFINED NETWORK, OVER
FIVE CROSS-VALIDATION TRAINING SETS

C. Feature Comparison
Are pronunciation features beyond simple native-accent
pronunciation scores necessary when scoring reading automatically? This is part of what these experiments were intended to
answer. If the answer is yes, then which of the new features ( ,
, and
) are most useful in estimating ? To measure this,
we redid the scoring experiments on the Bayes Nets and SVM,
leaving each of these three feature subsets out. Table VI gives
their item agreement and list-level correlation performance, to
be compared directly with results obtained from the set of all
features, and with the baseline results in Table V.
VII. DISCUSSION
A. Automatic Performance Comparison

Fig. 2. DET curves over a varying threshold, for item-level binary classification
on several different network structures. TAN and Forward Selection used the set
of all features, in contrast to the Baseline.

values of the threshold in (23). For comparison, the Baseline GOP score is also included in this figure, with a varying
.
threshold on the probability

The baseline results reported in Table V are almost identical
for both the Bayes Net and SVM classifiers. This is as expected,
considering they each used the same single baseline feature. On
the item level, both had comparable agreement levels and apparently each one agreed with the human labels on the same
items: the item-level matched-pair results were not significantly
different using McNemar’s test. Neither the Kappa agreement
nor correlation of either baseline came close to the inter-listener
agreement reported in Table I, though the 0.41 Kappa statistic
meant that the item-level percent agreement results were well
above chance levels.
According to Table VI, the best-performing classifier was the
Bayesian Network with the TAN structure and all features included. Its item-level scores were significantly different from
that of the second-place SVM (with McNemar’s test and
), and its correlation in list-level scores was also significantly higher than the SVM’s (0.869 versus 0.824—a signifi). With the full set of features, all
cant difference with
three classifiers significantly outperformed the baseline in terms
or better. Moreof correlation and agreement, with
over, the TAN network’s list-level correlation with Listener #1’s
scores surpassed the correlation between Listener #1 and Listener #2.
However, Fig. 2 illustrates, over a range of thresholds, the
similarity of the Baseline and the Forward Selection Bayes Net.
Though at various points one curve may be closer to the origin
than the other, they appear to intersect right at the equal error rate
line. In contrast, the TAN curve is closest to the origin across
all operating points. Though the Forward Selection method in
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Table VI did beat the single-threshold baseline as reported in
Table V, the dominance of the TAN network in the results suggests that the main source of improvements over the baseline
proved to be the set of novel features proposed in this work and
not the hypothesized network structure.
B. Automatic Structure Refinement
Though the Forward Selection structure learning algorithm
did not perform as well as the simpler TAN method, the results
of this selection procedure still merit some interpretation. According to Table VII, an average of 6 out of the 51 hypothesized
arcs were excluded from the network in each fold of cross-validation. This indicates that the hypothesized structure is for the
most part an accurate model of the data’s conditional dependencies. Interestingly, the dependencies excluded were generally ones that would have required variables to be modeled with
softmax distributions—i.e., ones that linked continuous parents
to discrete children. For example, the two continuous Underlying variables (word length and item index) were rarely ever
(the hidden binary reading variallowed to be parents of
able) or (the discrete recognition result). Similarly, the conwas generally not selected as
tinuous-valued overall score
the parent of either of those variables. Perhaps this illustrated
a limitation in estimating the softmax distribution’s parameters
(which required EM), or in using the softmax distribution itself.
It is also important to keep in mind that the omission of any
of these dependencies might be due to data sparsity rather than
true independence between variables. Data sparsity may also explain the better performance of the much simpler TAN network,
which had many fewer model parameters to estimate from the
training corpus.
C. Comparison of Proposed Features
In at least four of the five folds, the running score
was
omitted as a parent of two variables through Forward Selection,
and so retraining the Forward Selection structure without that
variable did not degrade model performance very much—its
list-level score correlation and item-level agreement are almost
identical with that of the full set of features. This implies, surprisingly, that there was not a sequential dependency between
test items (as the running score was intended to capture), but
the reason it was omitted might be solely due to the failure of
the softmax distribution required by the hypothesized structure.
The same was also somewhat true for the TAN network and the
in either of these did result
SVM classifier—omission of
in significant drops in automatic score correlation, but not in
item-level agreement.
Predictably, leaving out the Evidence resulted in very low
item-level agreement (as low as 0.000 Kappa for the SVM,
which is the lowest possible Kappa). Here the TAN network
proved to be remarkably resilient to the omission of this feature
subset, with a notably high list-level correlation of 0.739 (sig) based solely
nificantly greater than the baseline with
on the Underlying variables alone. Could the TAN network
be used to predict a child’s reading scores from nothing more
than demographics of the child and the difficulty of the test?
Perhaps to some degree, but this is definitely more plausible
than with the SVM—its zero Kappa and null correlation are due

to its classifying every test item as “accept.” Apparently, the
trained SVM’s hyperplane was unable to separate the classes
when the Evidence was omitted. This speaks to the suitability
of a generative model (rather than a discriminant model) for
performing this task.
Omitting the Underlying variables did reduce all three classifiers’ performance significantly, but without as much of a drop
as brought on by omitting the Evidence. This suggests that, in
making a reading score, the Evidence variables are far more important than the Underlying ones. However, it is interesting to
note that we can predict surprisingly accurate list-level scores
merely with prior knowledge of the child and the test, without
even observing how the child performs on the test. Furthermore,
including the Underlying variables does significantly improve
the list-level score correlation.
D. Bias and Disagreement Analysis
Section III reported that listeners gave higher reading scores
to native English than Spanish-speaking students, over a small
subset of the data (based on a one-tailed test of difference in pro). For Listener #1 (the reference), this
portions with
bias over the entire corpus extended also to higher scores for
females than for male students, and for older students than for
younger (2nd grade over 1st, and 1st grade over Kindergarten).
This background info was not given to any of the listeners, but
we can assume they guessed each child’s gender, age, and native
language from their voices. A conscientious listener would try
to judge objectively regardless, so it’s possible that these differences in proportions are simply a mirror of the children’s performance in the data. In the automatic scores, these same biases (if they were in fact biases) were retained by all the various
methods investigated. However, the two baseline methods did
not give significantly higher scores to male or female students,
nor to English over Spanish-speaking students (or vice versa).
A plausible interpretation is that, in improving over the baseline, the non-baseline classifiers learned to imitate the Listener
#1’s subjectivity so well that they even replicated that listener’s
biases.
E. Remaining Questions
A number of lingering questions remain. First, the best results surpass only the bottom end of the inter-listener agreement
range. How can we improve this? In the student model results,
we saw a dramatic decline in performance with the exclusion
of the Evidence or Underlying features. The Forward Selection
procedure on the network structure did not completely exclude
any one feature from the model—they all seemed worthwhile in
making an automatic reading decision. These findings suggest
that the addition of more features—especially along the lines of
pronunciation Evidence—can potentially help make the automatic scores more human-like.
What about the automatic elimination of any dependencies
that would have required softmax distributions—is there another type of PDF that could be used for those discrete variables
that require continuous parents? Should the parent variables in
these situations be discretized, or could the children be made
continuous without using softmax functions? Seeing as Forward
Selection did not eliminate these variables entirely, the ones in
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question must be valuable to the model. Finding a proper way
to represent their probability distributions would be another potential source of improved performance.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a new student model with a number of
unique features for use in automatic scoring of reading skills
when demonstrated by isolated words read out loud. First, we
explained why this was not simply a pronunciation evaluation
or verification task, then we suggested some new features
that should be useful in such a model—cues that we expected
teachers to use when judging reading ability, like pronunciation
Evidence and Underlying information about the child or test.
Then we described a hypothesized Bayesian Network structure
that would account for the potential conditional dependencies
among all these features and reflect the way we expect teachers
might conceive of a student’s cognitive state when reading.
We also proposed a method for automatically refining this
network by using a greedy forward-selection of the conditional
dependencies.
Our experiments on the TBALL dataset revealed that the use
of these novel features instead of simple pronunciation verification can result in a significant increase in agreement and correlation of automatic scores with human perception. This spoke
to the usefulness of the proposed features based on various pronunciation lexica that illustrated different reading or accent phenomena, as well as the child demographics. We also found that
our network refinement algorithm did not choose to exclude
very many of the hypothesized arcs to improve performance,
which testifies to the sound basis of the initial proposed network.
Our best network models exhibited the same potential biases as
the human scores, a testament to how well they had learned the
human annotators’ trends in making subjective judgments.
The methods presented here may seem specific to reading
assessment, but could they be used elsewhere with only some
minor modifications? To construct a similar student/cognitive
model, one need only specify the Evidence and Underlying features that apply to the given task. Such features can then be
united using the network and refinement algorithm presented
here, with no real changes necessary. It could potentially be
used for other types of assessment and pedagogy (pronunciation training, math tutoring, etc.), or even user modeling for a
dialogue system or emotion recognition.
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